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Jamal Ali, RN, Director of HealthCare Services

Seasonal Affective
Recapping, 2021, was a year. We worked through our second year of COVID, saw
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over 560 new patients (a 13% increase from previous year), and adapted to all the
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changes the end of the year sent. We migrated and combined all of our business
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lines into a brand new EMR, and said goodbye to some very good employees that
have moved on in their families and/or careers. We welcomed in new family
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members, new employees, and expanded the Hospice and Palliative Care
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departments.
A new year is a new beginning. As we manage the processes and customize the
new Electronic Medical Records (Kantime),the agency prepares for its triannual
CHAP survey. We are looking forward to building up our clinical department and to
begin work with new and exiting opportunities for growth.
Briarwood and Interim Home Health and Hospice look forward to working with
everyone to make 2022 the best year ever.

Seasonal Affective Disorder: How to Manage the
Winter Blues
Jamal Ali, RN
Do the winter months get you down more than you think they should? Do you find yourself not
wanting to go out, socialize or perform daily tasks? Do people ask you, “What’s wrong?” to which
you reply, “It's blah out there?” You could be experiencing a form of depression known as
seasonal affective disorder (SAD).
Winter blues is a general term not found in disease classification, but it’s a term thrown out over
much of the U.S. While the exact cause of SAD is unknown, it’s believed to be caused by a
hormone or chemical imbalance. It’s also often attributed to a lack of vitamin D production as
the clouds roll in and the sun stays hidden. Regardless of the cause, physicians agree the
experience is real. The United States Social Security Disability Guidelines even includes extreme
cases of SAD as a reason to be temporarily or permanently disabled.
If you find your mental health struggling during the winter months, here are some things to
consider.
Ask for Help
It is important to discuss your mental state with your doctor so you can take prompt action if it
becomes worse or debilitating. An open and honest discussion with your practitioner is always in
your best interest for both mental and physical health. In most cases, your doctor can help you
fight the blues if they become more than you can handle.
Practice Healthy Habits
In stressful times, make time to take care of yourself. Regular exercise and a balanced diet that
includes fresh fruits and vegetables is a great start and has been shown to reduce the symptoms
of stress, anxiety and depression. If you can do your exercise outdoors or even by a window,
take it. The extra exposure to the sun can help balance your body, mind, and spirit.
Try Light Therapy
Depending on the severity of SAD symptoms, some doctors prescribe light therapy. With light
therapy, you are exposed to light that is brighter than the natural indoor lighting you’d get
during darker months, such as special UV lights that mimic the sun. This tricks your body into
resetting its clock. These types of lights can be purchased online for reasonable prices and have
uses beyond SAD such as jet lag, sleep disorders, sleep cycle adjustment and even dementia.
Explore Counseling
Counseling is a non-invasive option that helps many suffering from depression, including SAD.
However, if you’re not ready to take that step, reach out to your social circle. Even if you don’t
discuss your mental state directly, reaching out and connecting can have several health benefits
such as lowering your blood pressure and, in some studies, increasing your life span.
Most importantly, if you or someone you know is having a crisis, call the National Suicide
Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255. They are trained to help people in acute distress and
assist with prevention and crisis resources.

PJ Day in the office, Pre-party to the near year
Left: Tierra & Morgan; Right: Lisa

Aide Appreciation month is here!
Owner Theresa with Cassidy

Ean spends his last day with
us before
embarking on his travels to
Australia to study Marine
Biology.

NOW HIRING
Briarwood and Interim HealthCare are HIRING!

Home Health Aides

career or just starting out wanting

LPN's

to care for others, Interim is here

RN's

with you.

School Aides & Nurses
CNA's

If you are looking for a change in

A family run agency, we provide
competitive wages, benefits, and
educational opportunities to our
employees.
Come join a winning team that
strives to better the everyday
lives of the clients we serve!

Contact Leslie Benson
for details

Special Days

BRIARWOOD & INTERIM HOME HEALTH
AND HOSPICE:
40200 GRAND RIVER AVE, STE 300
NOVI, MI 48375
PHONE: 248-553-3333
FAX: 248-553-3377
Charles Aro, Administrator
cjaro@interimhealthcare.com

Wishing a Happy Birthday to our December Employees:
LaShawn McKinney
Rebecca Mihailuk
Olivia Reaves

Happy Work Anniversary
Alesha Engram 13 years
Kenya Craig 7 years

Jamal Ali, RN, DHCS
jali@interimhealthcare.com
Susan Moser, RN, Clinical Mgr
smoser@interimhealthcare.com
Leslie Benson, MSHR, SHRM-CP - HR
lbenson@interimhealthcare.com
Erin Gillespie, Business Development
egillespie@interimhealthcare.com
Lisa Gardner, Bereavement/Volunteer cord.
ligardner@interimhealthcare.com
https://www.interimhealthcare.com/novimi

https://www.facebook.com/interimnovimi

About Us

We have proudly served the greater metro Detroit area since
2004. Our home health is recognized nationally as a top 500
agency. Our staffing provides services to individual households as
well as facilities, 7 school districts, and physician offices.
Over the last year, our agency has grown in all sectors. This is
thanks to the community that continues to support us, and the
employees who work to better the agency and service the clients.
We currently employee 70+ licensed, administrative, and field
staff. We have also added Tuition Reimbursement to our offering
of benefits. Interim and Briarwood are committed to fostering a
top place to work, grow, and be fulfilled in your employment.

